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1 Executive Summary
Founded in 1914, the Northwest Food Processors Association (NWFPA) represents over 80 food
processors with 180 production plants in Oregon, Idaho and Washington. In January 2009, working
in conjunction with NEEA and its efforts to transform how energy is managed in the Northwest
industrial sector, the NWFPA board of directors set a goal to reduce energy intensity in their
facilities by 25 percent in ten years and 50 percent in twenty years (Barrow, Thornton 2013). This
reduction in energy intensity will be achieved by implementing capital improvements or
implementing low/no cost measures such as optimizing schedules, set points, and turning
equipment off when it is not needed.
The goal of this effort by Energy 350 is to validate the savings estimates provided by NWFPA on a
subset of member sites participating in the Energy Roadmap program by performing a top-down
analysis that quantifies savings at sites modeled by NWFPA during the 2013 calendar year. To this
end, Energy 350 analyzed utility, production and weather data for ten sites from 2012 and 2013.
Based on the results of our review, we found the NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign resulted in
little electric energy savings during our 2013 performance period. However, this represents only a
small portion of NWFPA’s members. Table 1 shows the 2013 top-down energy savings for each of
the ten sites.
Table 1: 2013 Top-down energy savings for sites submitted by NWFPA
Site
A014
A028
A030
A034
A039
A040
A041
A042
A047
A052
Total

Able to Model?
Electric
Gas
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y

Electric Savings
(aMW)
-0.051
0.115
0.000
-0.015
0.000
0.117
0.000
-0.029
0.000
-0.135
0.001

Gas Savings
(MMBtu)
-4,428
-1,691
0
-2,256
-38
-10,535
29,358
2,239
0
-2,042
10,607

While data was provided for ten sites, Energy 350 was able to develop statistically strong models
describing electric energy use for just six of those sites. Of those six sites with robust electric models,
two sites yielded positive electric energy savings and four sites yielded negative electric energy
savings. The result of this is very small electric savings, totaling only 0.001 aMW.
While it appears that natural gas savings are more substantial, we note that the majority of the
natural gas savings are from a single site, A041. There were some sites where we were unable to
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develop a model with a good enough fit. We listed those sites as “not able to model” and they are
shown as having zero savings in Table 1.
Through performing this analysis we were able to make a number of observations on the impact of
NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign and how savings are quantified.
 Sites that participated directly in NEEA’s initiative to transform industrial energy
management (initially called Continuous Energy Improvement - CEI and later changed to
Strategic Energy Management - SEM) yielded much higher electric savings even though
their performance period was shorter. The performance period was shorter because NEEA
has already claimed savings for these facilities through September 30, 2013. CEI facilities
saved 0.031 aMW during their three month performance period, whereas non-CEI sites used
0.029 aMW more energy during their year-long performance period. This supports the case
for the continuous engagement model of the CEI program and the benefits that come along
with embedding strategic energy management into business and manufacturing operations.
Additionally, it indicates that merely setting a goal may not be a strong enough intervention
to precipitate energy savings. Additional incentives or support are likely required in order to
impart meaningful improvements on energy performance.
 Utility, production, and weather data is sufficient to develop models for the majority of sites.
However, about 30 percent of the sites we analyzed would require additional detail in order
to develop usable models. Data such as when major changes in facility operation occurred,
processing schedules and details of other fuel sources used on site could be used to improve
the fit of the models and enable us to report energy savings for more sites. We recommend
NWFPA work with sites where we were unable to develop a suitable model to get more data
that might help refine the models and allow saving to be claimed for more sites in subsequent
years.
While energy use at the modeled sites for the 2013 performance period is nearly flat, a look at a
longer period of time shows 2013 to be anomalous. The longer term trend of these sites shows quite
positive performance. Section 2.3.7 of this report further explores the longer term performance of the
modeled sites.
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2 Overview of Modeling Approach & Observations
2.1 NWFPA Modeling Method
NWFPA developed models for ten sites throughout the Northwest based on monthly electric,
natural gas, production and weather data. They used JMP, a statistical analysis tool, to develop the
regression models and to complete their energy accounting. Their model development can be split
into two efforts; models for sites A014, A040, A042, and A052 were developed before meeting with
Energy 350, and the remainder of the models were developed after meeting with Energy 350. The
meeting with Energy 350 consisted of a brief conversation about modelling methods including the
use of indicator variables, ambient variable selection, and baseline period selection. After the
conversations between NWFPA and Energy 350, NWFPA modified their approach based on early
feedback from Energy 350. The NWFPA approach before speaking with Energy 350 was:
 Post process weather data to determine average monthly wet bulb and average monthly dry
bulb temperature.
 Review production data and create a production indicator variable based on when the
facility appeared to be in a production mode. This was loosely defined as when production
was greater than ten percent of annual peak production.
 Use JMP to individually evaluate electric and natural gas models for each site using either
average monthly dry bulb or average monthly wet bulb as the ambient variable. The
baseline period began when data was first available for the site (typically January 2006).
Ambient variable selection and baseline period length were determined based on which
combination resulted in a model with the highest coefficient of determination (R2).
 Evaluate energy savings for each year dating back to 2007 using an offset calendar year of
October through September. Energy savings were defined as the difference between the
modeled data and the metered data, without making adjustments for savings reported in
previous years.
 Plot the NWFPA models, metered data, and cumulative energy savings.
As previously mentioned, NWFPA’s modelling approach changed slightly for the sites A028, A030,
A034, A039, A041, and A047. Their modelling method after meeting with Energy 350 was:
 Post process weather data to determine average monthly wet bulb temperature, average
monthly dry bulb temperature, heating degree days (HDD) with reference temperatures
between 30 degrees Fahrenheit and 90 degrees Fahrenheit, and cooling degree days (CDD)
with reference temperatures between 30 degrees Fahrenheit and 90 degrees Fahrenheit.
 Use the stepwise regression feature of JMP to individually evaluate electric and natural gas
models for each site. Multiple baseline periods were evaluated between 2006 and 2010 with
a variety of lengths. Additionally, a variety of ambient variables were investigated including:
average monthly dry bulb temperature, average monthly wet bulb temperature, and
CDD/HDD with reference temperatures ranging from 30 degrees Fahrenheit to 90 degrees
Fahrenheit. The stepwise regression feature was used to run a multitude of models with
different combinations of independent variables and baseline periods and then rank the
models based on adjusted coefficients of determination (R2). NWFPA then manually
3
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reviewed the high ranking models to identify models with significant independent variables
at the 95 percent confidence limit. As part of this analysis NWFPA also used JMP to look
for outliers in the data. If outliers were identified, NWFPA would not include them in their
models.
 Evaluate energy savings for each year dating back to 2007 using an offset calendar year of
October through September. Energy savings were defined as the difference between the
modeled data and the metered data, without making adjustments for savings reported in
previous years.
 Plot the NWFPA models, metered data, and cumulative energy savings.

2.2 Energy 350 Modeling Method
NWFPA provided Energy 350 with their models and monthly electric, natural gas, production and
weather data for ten sites throughout the Northwest. This monthly data was provided in two
formats; a Microsoft Excel Worksheet and JMP database. Upon receipt of this data we performed
the following:
 Post process weather data to determine heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days
(CDD) ranging from a 55 degree Fahrenheit to 65 degree Fahrenheit reference temperature.
This was only completed for sites where NWFPA had not already calculated HDD/CDD. If
NWFPA had already calculated HDD/CDD, we reviewed their calculations to ensure
HDD/CDD were calculated correctly.
 Identify when NEEA last claimed savings for each site. We then set that timeframe as our
baseline period for all regression analyses.
 Individually evaluate natural gas and electric models for each site using a variety of ambient
variables including: CDD/HDD 55F, CDD/HDD 60F, CDD/HDD 65F, average monthly
dry bulb temperature, average monthly wet bulb temperature, and no ambient variable.
Ambient variables were only included if they were significant at the 95 percent confidence
limit. Professional organizations such as the American Society of Heating Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) typically do not recommend confidence limits
because acceptable confidence limits vary based on application. However, the 95 percent
confidence limit is the most frequently used by researchers (Rumsey 2011). While ASHRAE
does not recommend confidence limits, they do recommend that the coefficient of
determination (R2) for energy estimating models should be greater than 0.75 (ASHRAE
2013).1 Therefore, we only included models with coefficients of determination greater than
0.75. Our complete analysis including independent variable selection and regression statistics
are documented in Appendix A.
 Plot the Energy 350 model, NWFPA model, and metered data. This allows us to visually
verify that our model has a good fit with the metered data during the baseline period,
compare the Energy 350 model to the NWFPA model, and identify anomalies in the model
that might not be evident in the regression statistics.
 Compare our model’s and NWFPA’s model’s estimated energy use to the metered data. The
reported savings during the performance period is then computed as the difference between
1

If multiple models met these criteria, we used the model with the highest adjusted coefficient of
determination.
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the energy use estimated by our model and the actual energy use as indicated by the metered
data.

2.3 Observed Themes in Analysis
Many of the changes we made to each model were fairly repetitive across many or all of the models.
This section discusses changes that we made across many or all models and the rationale behind
them.
2.3.1 Weather Data
The initial NWFPA models used average monthly temperatures for the weather adjustment. This is
a reasonable approach, but for some sites we were able to improve the significance of our
independent variables by using Heating Degree Days (HDDs) and Cooling Degree Days (CDDs) for
our ambient variables. HDDs and CDDs account for the variability in weather throughout the
month that is masked by an average temperature. Additionally, we found that some sites were not
weather dependent and for those sites a bivariate model based only production rate yielded the best
fit.
2.3.2 Indicator Variables
NWFPA used a number of indicator variables in their models. Based on conversations with
NWFPA, we discovered that the indicator variables were only based on the production rate. They
did not indicate any step changes in processes on the site. We found this application of indicator
variables redundant to real production data and the removal of the indicator variables improved the
explanatory power of the models (adjusted R2) and significance of the independent variables (pvalues). Indicator variables are valuable tools to note step changes or anomalies at a facility. An
example may be to mark a change in the product that they produce or a change in the method by
which they produce it. However, without intimate knowledge of each facility, we don’t have the
information needed to determine what changes, if any, warrant the use of an indicator variable.
2.3.3 Energy Accounting
Given a multi-year engagement like this, special care must be taken in energy accounting. Year over
year savings at a given site should be tracked as incremental, not cumulative. For example, let’s say
a site saves 1 kWh in year one and an additional 1 kWh in year two. In year two the site is still
achieving the 1 kWh of savings from year one. In a cumulative accounting approach, this could be
characterized as a savings of 2 kWh in year two. Alternatively, incremental accounting claims only
new savings in each year, so in this example, the year two savings should be 1 kWh.
2.3.4 Baseline and Performance Periods
NEEA must report savings that are incremental to those that have been reported previously. One
way to ensure that savings claims are incremental, not cumulative is in determining the baseline
period. If in the current analysis year, the baseline timeframe is the previous performance period, all
savings measured by the model will be incremental. We would call this approach a rolling baseline.
If however, the baseline period for each year’s model is fixed at a period prior to the engagement,
special care must be taken to net out early year savings from later year performance. From NEEA’s
perspective, the fixed baseline approach can be valid as long as proper accounting is performed to
net out previous years’ savings claimed from the current year to ensure savings aren’t tracked
5
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cumulatively. The rolling baseline approach has the advantage of always using more recent data as
the baseline, which captures ever evolving facility operations. For example, if a facility adds or
changes equipment, changes their product mix, or manufacturing process, this can be reflected in the
rolling baseline approach, whereas the fixed baseline approach is prone to inaccuracy in later years
as facility operations change.
In our analysis, we chose a baseline period consistent with last year’s performance period. Table 2
shows the baseline and analysis periods for each site. Prior to this evaluation, the CEI sites used
different performance periods than non-CEI sites. To align timeframes for cleaner evaluations going
forward, we only used a 3 month performance period for CEI sites. While this results in a short
performance period this year, all performance periods can now be aligned for future evaluations.
Table 2: Baseline and performance period for all sites in this analysis

December

November

October

September

August

July

June

May

April

March

February

January

December

November

October

September

2013
August

July

June

May

April

March

February

Site
A014

January

2012

A028
A030
A034
A039
A040
A041
A042
A047
A052
Baseline Period
Performance Period

Sites A014, A028, A034, A040, and A052 are participants in NEEA’s CEI program and have
already had savings claimed through September 30, 2013. Therefore, we were only able to claim the
last quarter of 2013 as saving. Our baseline period for those projects was limited to January 1, 2013
until September 30, 2013. Our performance periods for this validation were selected to all end at the
same time so that the next year’s validation can use the same performance periods for all sites.
2.3.5 Model Fit
Developing regression evaluation criteria is a critical step in developing energy models. We used the
following criteria.
 Only include independent variables that are significant at the 95 percent confidence limit.
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 Only include models where the regression has a coefficient of determination greater than
0.75.2
 Exclude any models where the baseline does not capture the entire range of independent
variable conditions experienced during the performance period.3
By sticking to these criteria we were able to develop good fitting models with significant independent
variables. The adjusted coefficient of determination and ambient variable for each of our models is
shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Adjusted coefficients of determination (R2) and ambient variables for each site4
Site
A014
A028
A030
A034
A039
A040
A041
A042
A047
A052

Electric
R2
0.996
0.976
0.2895
0.960
0.1635
0.993
0.5785
0.946
0.8305
0.993

Natural
Gas R2
0.838
0.883
0.6675
0.996
0.977
0.994
0.783
0.985
0.8845
0.988

Electric Regression Ambient
Variable
None
None
None
CDD 65F
Average Monthly Wet Bulb
CDD 60F
Average Monthly Dry Bulb
None
None
None

Natural Gas Regression
Ambient Variable
None
HDD 55F
HDD 55F
None
HDD 65F
HDD 55F
Average Monthly Wet Bulb
None
None
None

The average adjusted coefficients of determination for electric and natural gas models where we are
reporting savings are 0.977 and 0.931 respectively. This indicates that in general the models have a
good fit and are capable of describing the majority of variation in the baseline data. Additionally, we
found that half of the sites’ energy use was not strongly weather dependent, as indicated by
insignificant ambient variables in their models. While this would be a very odd occurrence in
commercial buildings, it is a reasonable finding for industrial sites where energy use is much more
strongly coupled with production rates than ambient conditions.
2.3.6 Impact of Model Differences
While we saw a very large discrepancy between the NWFPA calculated savings and Energy 350
calculated savings, the differences in modeling approach represent only a small portion of the
discrepancy. The difference is largely because the NWFPA approach calculates savings
cumulatively, not incrementally. In other words, the savings reported by NWFPA for the most
recent evaluation period are actually the total savings throughout the entire engagement.
2

If multiple models have adjusted coefficients of determination greater than 0.75, we selected the regression
with highest adjusted coefficient of determination.
3
This arose for one site A047. We did not count savings for this site because one month in the performance
period had production that was 140 percent higher than any month in the baseline period. We recommend
excluding savings for this site because data driven models are often very poor at extrapolating beyond the
bounds of the data they are based on.
4
Coefficient of determination (not adjusted) is used when the regression has only one independent variable
5
Savings are not reported for these models. See site specific sections for more details.
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Additionally, NWFPA reported energy savings for multiple sites where we were unable to develop
regressions with a good enough fit because we did not throw out unexplained outlier data points in
our baseline models. It is our position that outlier data points should only be thrown out when
known to be erroneous. For example, if we see a month of unusually high production and we
confirm with the facility that it is inaccurate data and that production was not actually that high, this
is a valid reason to eliminate that data point. However, unless outlier data points can be confirmed
to be erroneous, it is our practice to include outlier data points.
Table 4 shows the savings reported by NWFPA and Energy 350 for each site.
Table 4: Energy 350 and NWFPA energy savings comparison for all sites

Site
A014
A028
A030
A034
A039
A040
A041
A042
A047
A052
Total

Electric Savings (aMW)
Gas Savings (MMBtu)
Energy 350
Energy
350
NWFPA
NWFPA
-0.051
-0.025
-4,428
2,369
0.115
0.307
-1,691
-2,495
0.000
0.175
0
0
-0.015
0.010
-2,256
-1,787
0.000
0.054
-38
0
0.117
0.262
-10,535
6,875
0.000
0.494
29,358
152,481
-0.029
0.005
2,239
353
0.000
0.180
0
50,556
-0.135
-0.012
-2,042
-288
0.001
1.450
10,607
208,064

There is a very large difference between the energy savings determined by Energy 350 and NWFPA.
While different independent variables may be the source of some of the difference in energy savings,
baseline period selection and energy accounting practices likely account for much more of the
discrepancy. These large differences in savings can likely be attributed primarily to NWFPA
accounting for savings cumulatively whereas we accounted for savings incrementally.
2.3.7 Trend of Site Energy Performance
As shown previously, electric energy savings for the 2013 performance period are very small.
However, we wanted to evaluate the long-term trend of energy savings to see if the small savings in
the 2013 performance period are representative of the long term energy performance for these sites.
The percent savings for electric and natural gas energy dating back to 2009 is shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Cumulative electric energy savings dating back to the beginning of NWFPA’s
energy reduction campaign in 2009
20%

Cumulative Electric Energy Savings
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Figure 2: Cumulative natural gas energy savings dating back to the beginning of NWFPA’s
energy reduction campaign in 2009
20%
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Figure 1 shows that cumulative electric energy savings have been steadily increasing since the
beginning of NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign. Cumulative savings at the end of 2013 reached
nearly ten percent, which translates to average annualized electric savings of 1.8 percent. The reason
Figure 1 shows a sizeable increase in savings during 2013, whereas the detailed 2013 performance
period analysis shows very little electric savings is because the performance periods for many of the
sites in the detailed analysis was only the last quarter of 2013. The two sites showing positive savings
in the detailed analysis both participate in NEEA’s CEI program and therefore we were only able to
claim savings for those sites for the last quarter of 2013. Whereas, the sites that did not participate in
NEEA’s CEI program, and thus we were able to claim savings for all of 2013, tended to show
negative or very small energy savings.
As can be seen in Figure 2, cumulative natural gas savings since 2009 are not as large as electric
savings during the same period. Cumulative natural gas savings at the end of 2013 reached nearly
five percent, which translates to average annualized natural gas savings of 0.8 percent.
As indicated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, long-term improvements to energy performance are being
achieved by sites that participate in NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign. These long-term savings
trends suggest that NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign is having an impact on energy use at their
facilities even though the reported electric savings for the 2013 performance period are very small.
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3 Site Level Review
3.1 Site A042 Summary
Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: No
The regressions created by NWFPA resulted in a model with a good fit, however Energy 350
identified several improvements to the model. The most significant improvement was related to the
baseline period. This site provided energy and production data dating back to 2009, which coincides
with the beginning of NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign. As noted in Table 5, NWFPA’s model
utilized a three year baseline beginning in 2009 and ending in 2011. The NWFPA model used this
three year baseline and did not account for savings that NEEA has previously claimed at the site.
Therefore, energy savings were being recounted from previous years.
Our approach was to identify the last period of time when NEEA claimed savings at the site and use
that period of time as our baseline period. This site does not participate in NEEA’s CEI program so
NEEA most recently claimed savings for this site from January 1st, 2012 until December 31st 2012
based on findings in Market Progress Evaluation Report #8 (MPER 8) (DNV KEMA Energy and
Sustainability, Research Into Action Inc. 2014). For all sites, we attempted to align our baseline
period with the previous performance period. Therefore, as shown in Table 5 our baseline uses 2012
calendar year data. In addition to the baseline period duration, other changes we made to the model
include:
 Removal of the production indicator variable – We removed this because the production
indicator variable used by NWFPA did not signify a step change in production such as
switching production technique or switching what was being produced. The production
indicator variable used by NWFPA only related to the presence of production at the site.
The production rate variable already captures the impact that production has on energy use,
so the production indicator variable used by NWFPA was statistically insignificant at the 95
percent confidence limit. Indicator variables are valuable for capturing step changes or
anomalies in operation, but when used to indicate periods of high or low production, are
redundant to the production rate variable. Removing the indicator variable improved the
significance (p-values) of the independent variables.
 Removal of the weather variable – We investigated replacing the average monthly dry bulb
temperature variables used by NWFPA with heating degree day (HDD) and cooling degree
day (CDD) variables. However, we found that the HDD and CDD variables were still
insignificant. Therefore, we used a bivariate regression with production rate as the only
independent variable.
Table 5: Key model characteristics for site A042
Baseline Period
Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

Energy 350
01/01/2012 – 12/31/2012
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.946/0.985

NWFPA
01/01/2009 – 12/31/2011
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.970/0.994
11
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Key regression statistics including the adjusted coefficients of determination (R2) and independent
variable p-values were used to determine the goodness of fit of the regressions. Adjusted coefficients
of determination and p-values for each independent variable investigated can be found in Appendix
A. As indicated in Table 6, these model changes had a significant impact on estimated energy
savings.
Table 6: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models

Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

Energy 350 NWFPA
-0.029
0.005
2,239
353

The difference in electric savings estimated using the two different models during this period is
significant. However, without detailed knowledge of changes implemented at the site, it is difficult to
attribute the savings to specific changes in plant operation. Therefore, energy use is plotted in Figure
3 and Figure 4 in order to better visualize the two models and understand differences between them.
Figure 3: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model and
the NWFPA electric model
1,400,000
NWFPA Baseline Period
1,200,000

Energy 350
Baseline
Period

Performance
Period

mode

1,000,000
800,000
600,000
400,000
200,000
‐

Metered Data

Energy 350 Model

NWFPA Model
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Figure 4: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model
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Baseline
Period

NWFPA Baseline Period

Performance
Period

Natural Gas Energy (MMBtu)

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

‐

Metered Data

Energy 350 Model
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Both electric models show savings during non-production periods (November through May) and
peak production periods (September). However, the Energy 350 electric model tends to show slightly
more savings during non-production periods and the NWFPA electric model shows more savings
during peak production. While both models show savings during non-production and peak
production, the overall savings over the analysis period is negative because both models yield
negative savings during moderate production periods (June, July, August and October).
Both natural gas models show similar savings during non-production times. Similarly to the electric
regressions, both natural gas models also show large negative savings during moderate production
periods.

3.2 Site A052 Summary
Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: Yes
The NWFPA models for this site showed significant energy savings and the regressions had high
adjusted coefficients of determination (R2). Key regression characteristics for the NWFPA and
Energy 350 models are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7: Key model characteristics for site A052
Energy 350
Baseline Period

01/01/2013 – 09/30/2013

Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.993/0.988

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/20096
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2007
10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.974/0.983

The adjusted coefficients of determination (R2) for both models are very high. However, the baseline
periods are different between the NWFPA and Energy 350 models. NEEA has claimed savings for
this site since NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign began in 2009. Therefore care must be taken in
energy accounting practices to ensure savings are not double counted. We account for savings that
have already been claimed by training our baseline during the last performance period when NEEA
claimed savings. This approach ensures that energy savings are not double counted. NWFPA used a
baseline based on data from before the last time NEEA claimed savings. Additionally, NWFPA did
not make any adjustments to account for improved facility performance based on savings that
NEEA has already claimed, which results in an accounting of savings cumulatively. In addition to
using a different baseline period, we elected to make several other changes to the models, including:
 Removal of the production indicator variable – As previously mentioned, NWFPA used the
production indicator variable to signify periods when the facility was in production. The
production indicator variable did not signify step changes in production such as switching
production technique or switching what was being produced. Therefore, we removed the
production indicator variable because the production rate variable already captures the
impact that production has on energy use. The insignificance of the production indicator
variable was made evident by its high p-values. The production indicator variables’ p-values
for the electric and natural gas regressions were 0.313 and 0.440, respectively.
 Removal of the ambient variable – We investigated replacing the average monthly dry bulb
ambient variable used by NWFPA with HDD and CDD variables. However, we found that
the ambient variables were still insignificant. Therefore, we utilized a bivariate regression
using production rate as the only independent variable.
 Inclusion of all months in the energy model – NWFPA did not include April or May in
their models. These months were excluded from the models due to a data entry oversight by
NWFPA. They entered the production data for April and May as blanks instead of zeros
into their statistical modelling tool, JMP. This resulted in JMP interpreting the production
for April and May as missing data points, even though the data for those months was
provided by the site. We identified and corrected the issue in JMP, therefore our models
include all months.
As indicated by Table 8, the result of the changes to the models is an increase in negative electric
and natural gas savings.

6

NWFPA used different baseline periods for the electric and natural gas models. The electric baseline period is
shown on the first line and the natural gas baseline period is shown on the second line.
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Table 8: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models
Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

Energy 350
NWFPA
-0.135
-0.012
-2,042
-288

All models show negative savings at this site, however the Energy 350 model shows more negative
savings. The difference is largely driven by the baseline selection. The NWFPA model uses a
baseline dating back to 2006 and does not net out previously claimed savings. This method of
accounting tracks annual savings cumulatively, whereas our savings are tracked incrementally.
Energy use is plotted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 in order to better visualize the two models and
understand differences between them.

Energy 350
baseline
period

6,000,000

NWFPA baseline period

ELectric Energy (kWh)

5,000,000

4,000,000
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Figure 5: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model and
the NWFPA electric model7
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7

The NWFPA electric and natural gas models exclude data points from April and May for every year.
Therefore these months are not shown in the NWFPA models in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model
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This site likely implemented energy efficiency measures sometime between 2006 and 2010. These
energy efficiency measures improved electric energy performance during non-production periods
(December through May). This is supported by the NWFPA electric model predicting much larger
savings than the Energy 350 electric model during non-production periods.

3.3

Site A040 Summary

Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: Yes
The NWFPA models for this site showed significant energy savings and the regressions had high
adjusted coefficients of determinations (R2). Key regression characteristics for the NWFPA and
Energy 350 models are shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Key model characteristics for site A040
Energy 350
Baseline Period

01/01/2013 – 09/30/2013

Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.993/0.994

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/20078
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2006
10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.981/0.960

The adjusted coefficients of determination (R2) for both models are very high. However, the baseline
periods are different between the NWFPA and Energy 350 models. As with other CEI sites, NEEA
8

NWFPA used different baseline periods for the electric and natural gas models. The electric baseline period is
shown on the first line and the natural gas baseline period is shown on the second line.
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has previously claimed savings at this site. NWFPA used a baseline based on data from before the
last time NEEA claimed savings. Additionally, they did not make any adjustments to account for
improved facility performance based on savings that NEEA has already claimed, which results in
double counting savings. The Energy 350 baseline does not double count savings because our
baseline uses data from the last performance period when NEEA claimed savings. In addition to
using a different baseline period, we elected to make several other changes to the models, including:
 Removal of the production indicator variable – As previously mentioned, we removed this
because the production rate variable already captures the impact that production has on
energy use. The insignificance of the production indicator variable was made evident by its
high p-values. The production indicator variables’ p-values for the electric and natural gas
regressions were 0.078 and 0.641, respectively.
 Replacement of the ambient variable from average monthly dry bulb and wet bulb
temperature to HDD and CDD. We implemented a heating and cooling degree day
approach because it is considered best practice for energy estimating as it accounts for
variations in temperature, which cannot be captured by using monthly average temperature.
The impact that removal of the production indicator variable and switching to a heating and cooling
degree day approach has on the model is shown in Table 10.

Table 10: P-values for the ambient variables included the NWFPA’s and Energy 350’s models

Electric Regression Ambient Variable P-Value
Natural Gas Regression Ambient Variable P-Value

Energy 350
NWFPA
0.004
0.071
0.051
0.497

The changes to the model improved the regression statistics while shortening the baseline period.
The result is a better regression which does not double count savings. The baseline period is less than
one year, however it covers a broad range of ambient conditions and production rates which reduce
the risk of a seasonal bias in the model. The impact these model changes have on energy savings is
shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models
Energy 350
Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

0.117
-10,535

NWFPA
0.262
6,875

The NWFPA models show much larger energy savings than the Energy 350 models. The large
difference in savings is primarily driven by the baseline period. The NWFPA baseline uses data from
before the last time NEEA claimed savings at this site and therefore the NWFPA model is
17
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accounting savings cumulatively whereas we are accounting for savings incrementally. In order to
better visualize the differences between the models, they are shown graphically in Figure 7 and
Figure 8.
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Figure 7: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model and
the NWFPA electric model
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Figure 8: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model.
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The NWFPA models closely track metered data during 2006. However after that both NWFPA
models begin to show significant savings during low production periods (January through April).
This suggests that energy efficiency measures were implemented sometime before 2007 and the
NWFPA model continues to account for those savings even though they have already been claimed
by NEEA.
The electric models differ the most during low production periods. The NFWPA model shows high
savings during low production periods, whereas the Energy 350 model show savings, but they are
not nearly as large.
The natural gas models differ considerably as well. The NWFPA model does not respond as much
to changes in ambient conditions or production and therefore shows more repetitive annual pattern.

3.4

Site A014 Summary

Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: Yes
The NWFPA electric model resulted in a good fit, however the NWFPA natural gas model did not
yield as good a fit. Key regression characteristics for the NWFPA and Energy 350 models are shown
in Table 12.
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Table 12: Key model characteristics for site A014
Energy 350
Baseline Period

01/01/2013 – 09/30/2013

Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.996/0.838

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/20079
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2006
10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.988/0.789

The adjusted coefficients of determination (R2) for both electric models are very high. However, the
adjusted coefficients of determination for both natural gas models are not as high. As was performed
at other sites, we elected to shift our baseline period to the last performance period when NEEA
claimed savings, thus removing the possibility of double counting savings. In addition to using a
different baseline period, we elected to make several other changes to the models, including:
 Removal of the production indicator variable – As previously mentioned, we removed
this because the production rate variable already captures the impact that production has
on energy use.
 Removal of the ambient variable – We investigated replacing the average monthly dry
bulb temperature and average monthly wet bulb temperature ambient variables used by
NWFPA with HDD and CDD. However, we found that HDD and CDD were still
insignificant as independent variables. Therefore, we utilized a bivariate regression using
production rate as the only independent variable.
The changes to the models prevent double counting savings already claimed by NEEA and improves
the regression statistics. The impact these changes have on energy savings is shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models

Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

Energy 350 NWFPA
-0.051
-0.025
-4,428
2,369

The shift in baseline period results negative savings in the Energy 350 natural gas and electric
models. In order to visually display the differences between the models, they are shown graphically
in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

9

NWFPA used different baseline periods for the electric and natural gas models. The electric baseline period is
shown on the first line and the natural gas baseline period is shown on the second line.
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Figure 9: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model and
the NWFPA electric model
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Figure 10: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model
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Both electric models had very high adjusted coefficients of determination, which is can be seen by
the close fit of the models during their baseline periods. The largest difference in the electric models
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occurs during the moderate production periods (November and December), when the NWFPA
model shows less negative savings. The natural gas models do not have as high of adjusted
coefficients of determination and thus the models do not fit the metered data as well in the baseline
period. Both natural gas models overestimate natural gas energy in June and July and underestimate
natural gas energy during September and October. This likely means that there is a change in
production during the middle of the summer that is not captured by the production rate variable.
Additional information from the site such as their production schedule may help to address this
issue.

3.5

Site A034 Summary

Before submitting the analysis for this and all subsequent sites (sections 3.5 – 3.10), NWFPA met with Energy
350 to discuss their modelling method. Therefore, many of the improvements Energy 350 identified and
implemented to the first four sites (sections 3.1-3.4) were incorporated into this and all subsequent sites before
they were submitted for Energy 350’s review.
Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: Yes
The regressions created by NWFPA resulted in a model with a good fit, however we were able to
identify a couple of improvements to the models.
 Adjust the baseline period – As previously mentioned, we used a baseline period
corresponding to when NEEA last claimed savings for this site. This prevents double
counting savings that NEEA has previously claimed for this site. NWFPA used a baseline
dating back to 2006 and did not make any adjustments to account for the savings NEEA has
claimed.
 Change HDD and CDD reference temperatures – NWFPA utilized a HDD and CDD
approach for this site. However, they used a 30 degree Fahrenheit reference temperature for
heating and a 75 degree Fahrenheit reference temperature for cooling. While these reference
temperatures may yield the best regression statistics, they are outside reasonable bounds for
HDD and CDD reference temperatures. We elected to restrict the HDD and CDD reference
temperatures to between 55 degree Fahrenheit and 65 degrees Fahrenheit. Performing an
iterative analysis within these bounds revealed that using a 65 degree Fahrenheit reference
temperature results in the ambient variable being statistically significant at the 95 percent
confidence limit and yields an electric model with the highest adjusted coefficient of
determination. A similar analysis was performed for the natural gas model, but all the
ambient variables investigated were insignificant at a 95 percent confidence limit. Therefore
we used a bivariate regression with production rate as the only independent variable for our
natural gas model.
Changing the baseline period and independent variables improved the fit of resulting models. Key
regression statistics for NWFPA’s models and Energy 350’s models are summarized in Table 14.
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Table 14: Key model characteristics for site A034
Baseline Period
Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

Energy 350
01/01/2013 – 09/30/2013
10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.960/0.996

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2007
10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.838/0.969

While changing the baseline period and ambient variables improved the regression statistics, Table
15 shows that there were larger impacts on the estimated energy savings.
Table 15: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models

Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

Energy 350 NWFPA
-0.015
0.010
-2,256
-1,787

Once again, the discrepancy in energy savings is largely driven by the baseline period selection. In
order to better understand the differences between the models they are displayed graphically in
Figure 11 and Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model
and the NWFPA electric model.
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Figure 12: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model.
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The large difference in electric savings is a result of the NWFPA baseline model using data
from 2006 and 2007. During that time, energy use during non-production periods (December
through March) was much higher than it has been in recent years. Once again this results in
double counting savings already claimed by NEEA.

3.6

Site A041 Summary

Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: No
The regressions created by NWFPA resulted in a model with a fit that meets ASHRAE’s regression
requirements (R2 > 0.75). However, upon closer inspection of the models, we identified a number of
changes to the models.
 Ambient variable selection – The NWFPA models used HDD with a 50 degree Fahrenheit
reference temperature for their electric model and used CDD with a 45 degree Fahrenheit
reference temperature for their natural gas model. These were used because NWFPA found
that they resulted in the highest adjusted coefficient of determination. However, this is an
unusual application of these ambient variables and their use results in negative regression
coefficients. Standard convention is to use HDD for natural gas models (in natural gas
heated spaces) and to use CDD for electric models. Additionally, the reference temperatures
are typically bound between 55 degrees Fahrenheit and 65 degrees Fahrenheit. We
performed an iterative analysis and found that average monthly dry bulb and average
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monthly wet bulb yielded the best fitting regressions for the electric and natural gas models,
respectively.
 Outlier identification – The NWFPA models excluded data from June 2009 because it
appeared to be an outlier for electric energy use. It appeared to be an outlier because the
electric energy use was considerably higher than would be expected for the given production
rate and ambient conditions. Additionally, excluding this data point improved the fit of their
model and the significance of their independent variables. We recommend including all data
points in the models unless there is justification from the site for why the data point does not
represent typical operation. We believe that data should only be excluded from the models
under extreme circumstance, such as a meter failure or known anomalous occurrence at the
site. NWFPA noted that they were not aware of any meter failures or other anomalous
occurrences at this site, therefore we included all data points in our models.
Energy savings for this site have not previously been claimed by NEEA. Therefore, we were less
restricted in our baseline period selection. However, we used 2012 as our baseline period because it
resulted in the best models when including all data points. As shown in Table 16 the electric
regression’s adjusted coefficient of determination was significantly below 0.75 so we do not
recommend claiming electric savings for this site.
Table 16: Key model characteristics for site A041
Baseline Period
Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

Energy 350
01/01/2012 – 12/31/2012
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.384/0.783

NWFPA
01/01/2009 – 12/31/2009
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.759/0.756

Changing the ambient variables, baseline period, and handling of outliers resulted in a significantly
worse adjusted coefficient of determination (R2) for electric model. As can be seen in Table 17, the
savings that NWFPA estimated for this site during the performance period are large and therefore
excluding this site from our reported savings will have a sizeable impact on the energy savings for
the cohort of buildings included in this analysis.
Table 17: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models
Energy 350
Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

NWFPA

0.000 0.494
29,358 152,481

Our models show much less savings, which is a result largely driven by the baseline selection period.
A graphical representation of the models is shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 to help demonstrate
the differences between the models.
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Figure 13: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model
and the NWFPA electric model.
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Figure 14: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model.
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Figure 13 shows the poor fit of our electric model during the baseline period, which is expected
because our electric model has an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.384. Additionally,
Figure 14 shows the large difference in natural gas savings due primarily to baseline period selection.
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3.7

Site A028 Summary

Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: Yes
The regressions created by NWFPA resulted in a model with a good fit, however the NWFPA
models were based on data dating back to 2006 and they did not adjust for any previously claimed
savings by NEEA. We used a baseline period corresponding to when NEEA last claimed savings for
this site, which prevents double counting savings.
NWFPA developed a natural gas model, however due to an oversight they did not provide details of
the model. After multiple requests NWFPAs still did not provide details on their natural gas
regression and therefore we were unable to compare natural gas regression statistics. Table 18
provides an overview of the available model characteristics.
Table 18: Key model characteristics for site A028
Baseline Period
Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

Energy 350
01/01/2013 – 09/30/2013
10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.976/0.883

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2009
10/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.964/NA

Changing the baseline period marginally improved the adjusted coefficient of determination for the
electric model. However, as shown in Table 19 the changes had a much larger impact on energy
savings.
Table 19: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models

Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

Energy 350
NWFPA
0.115
0.307
-1,691
-2,495

The Energy 350 electric model yields much less savings, which is the result of the baseline period
selection. The electric and natural gas models are shown graphically in Figure 15 and Figure 16 to
demonstrate the differences between the NWFPA and Energy 350 models.
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Figure 15: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the energy 350 electric model
and the NWFPA electric model
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Figure 16: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model.
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As would be expected by the high adjusted coefficients of determination for the electric models,
Figure 15 shows that the electric models closely match the metered data during the baseline periods.
However, this is not the case for NWFPA’s natural gas model. While we were not provided
regression statistics for NWFPA’s natural gas model, Figure 16 shows a significant amount of
variation between the metered data and NWFPA’s natural gas model during their baseline period.

3.8 Site A030 Summary
Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: No
NWFPA created a model for electric energy use at this site but could not develop a natural gas
regression with a good enough fit. We were also unable to develop a natural gas regression with a
good enough fit. However, unlike NWFPA we could not develop an electric model with a good
enough fit either. Our review of the NWFPA’s models resulted in the following changes:
 Adjust the baseline period – As previously mentioned, we used a baseline period
corresponding to when NEEA last claimed savings for this site, which will prevent double
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counting savings.10 NWFPA used a baseline dating back to 2006 and did not make any
adjustments to account for the savings NEEA has previously claimed.
 Outlier identification – The NWFPA models exclude data from April 2009 because it
appears to be an outlier for electric energy use. However, NWFPA did not provide
additional justification for why this data point should be excluded from the model. We do
not recommend excluding any data points from the model unless there is justification from
the site for why the data point does not represent typical operation.
As shown in Table 20, these changes to the models resulted in a reduction in the adjusted coefficient
of determination for the electric model.
Table 20: Key model characteristics for site A030
Baseline Period
Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

Energy 350
01/01/2012 – 12/31/2012
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.289/0.667

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2009
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.781/NA

The fit of the electric model was significantly degraded by switching the baseline period and not
excluding any data points. The Energy 350 model yielded a negative correlation between production
rate and electric energy use. This is a counter-intuitive result and signifies that there are additional
changes at the site that need to be quantified in order to develop a good model. We do not
recommend claiming energy savings for this site because the low adjusted coefficients of
determination and the negative production correlation. The energy savings as determined by
NWFPA and Energy 350 are shown in Table 21.
Table 21: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models
Energy 350
Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

0.000
0

NWFPA
0.175
0

The models are shown graphically in

Figure 17 and Figure 18 in order to better visualize their differences.

10

NEEA last claimed savings for this site from January 1st, 2012 until December 31st, 2012 based on the
findings from MPER 8 (DNV KEMA Energy and Sustainability, Research Into Action Inc. 2014).
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Figure 17: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model
and the NWFPA electric model. Note that the NWFPA baseline excludes the data point on
04/01/2009.
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Figure 18: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model. Note that NWFPA did not create a model for natural
gas for this site.
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The large difference between the Energy 350 models and the metered data during the baseline period
highlights the inability of the models to represent the system’s performance. This supports our
recommendation to not claim savings for this site.

3.9 Site A039 Summary
Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: No
NWFPA submitted an electric model, however they did not provide a model for natural gas.
NWFPA analyzed the natural gas data and identified a model with a good fit. However, they opted
not to include the model in their reported savings because it showed an increase in gas use during
the performance period. The electric model created by NWFPA had good regression statistics
however we were able to identify a couple of changes to the model:
 Adjust the baseline period – As previously mentioned, we used a baseline period
corresponding to when NEEA last claimed savings for this site, which will prevent double
counting savings.11 NWFPA used a baseline dating back to 2006 and did not make any
adjustments to account for the savings NEEA has claimed.
 Ambient variable selection – The NWFPA models used CDD with a 75 degree Fahrenheit
reference temperature for their electric model. This was used because NWFPA found that it
yielded the highest adjusted coefficient of determination. However, this is outside
conventional bounds for cooling degree day reference temperatures. We investigated
different ambient variables including reference temperatures between 55 degrees Fahrenheit
and 65 degrees Fahrenheit, average monthly wet bulb temperature, and average monthly dry

11

NEEA last claimed savings for this site from January 1st, 2012 until December 31st, 2012 based on the
findings from MPER 8 (DNV KEMA Energy and Sustainability, Research Into Action Inc. 2014).
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bulb temperature. Average monthly wet bulb temperature yielded the best regression for our
electric model.
We also developed a natural gas model and performed the same iterative analysis to identify the best
ambient variable. HDD with a 65 degree Fahrenheit reference temperature yielded the best model
and was statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence limit. Table 22 shows that our changes
to the electric model significantly decreased the adjusted coefficient of determination, however it
also shows that we were able to develop a natural gas model with a good fit.
Table 22: Key model characteristics for site A039
Baseline Period
Performance Period
Adjusted R2 (Electric/Gas)

Energy 350
01/01/2012 – 12/31/2012
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.163/0.977

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2009
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.850/NA

After updating the electric model, the adjusted coefficient of determination (R2) decreases below the
ASHRAE’s recommended limit of 0.75. Therefore, we do not recommend claiming electric savings
for this site. The natural gas model has a very good fit and therefore we have reported natural gas
savings. Energy savings from Energy 350’s and NWFPA’s models are shown in Table 23.
Table 23: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models
Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

Energy 350
0.000
-38

NWFPA
0.054
0

The energy savings for this site are small. However, to better understand these small savings and the
differences between the NWFPA and Energy 350 models, the models are shown graphically in
Figure 19 and Figure 20.
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Figure 19: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model
and the NWFPA electric model.
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Figure 20: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model
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3.10 Site A047 Summary
Participant in NEEA’s Continuous Energy Improvement Program: No
The regressions created by NWFPA resulted in a model with a good fit, however the NWFPA
models were based on data dating 2009 and they did not adjust for any previously claimed savings
by NEEA. Energy 350 used a baseline period corresponding to when NEEA last claimed savings for
this site, which prevents double counting savings.12 The baseline period was the only change we
made to the NWFPA’s model. This change’s impact on the regression statistics are shown in Table
24.
Table 24: Key model characteristics for site A047
Baseline Period
Performance Period
R2 (Electric/Gas)

Energy 350
01/01/2012 – 12/31/2012
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.830/0.884

NWFPA
01/01/2006 – 12/31/2009
01/01/2013 – 12/31/2013
0.964/0.9531

Our changes to the model decreased coefficients of determination (R2). However, this degradation to
the fit of the model is irrelevant because we do not recommend claiming savings for this site. We do
not recommend claiming savings for this site because of the large outlier in the performance period.
The production for October 2013 was 8,994,373 pounds. This is 140 percent more production than
any month in our baseline and 76 percent more production than any month in NWFPA’s baseline.
Data driven models such as these are very good at estimating energy by interpolating between data
points in the baseline period, however they are not good at extrapolation beyond data in the baseline
period. Extrapolating energy use based on such high production data significantly increases
uncertainty in the model, which is why we do not recommend claiming savings for this site. Energy
savings reported by NWFPA and Energy 350 are shown in Table 25.
Table 25: Energy savings estimates during the performance period for the NWFPA and Energy 350
models

Electric Savings (aMW)
Natural Gas Savings (MMBtu)

Energy 350
NWFPA
0.000
0.180
0
50,556

The loss of savings is significant, especially for natural gas. However, we do not recommend
claiming savings for this because of the outlier in the performance period. Our rationale for
excluding savings from these models is illustrated in Figure 21 and Figure 22.

12

NEEA last claimed savings for this site from January 1st, 2012 until December 31st, 2012 based on the
findings from MPER 8 (DNV KEMA Energy and Sustainability, Research Into Action Inc. 2014).
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Figure 21: Monthly electric utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 electric model
and the NWFPA electric model
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Figure 22: Monthly natural gas utility data (metered data) compared to the Energy 350 natural gas
model and the NWFPA natural gas model
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The large spike in the Energy 350 and NWFPA models in Figure 21 and Figure 22 occurs during
October 2013 when this site outputs 8,994,373 pounds of product. As previously mentioned, the
production during this month is outside what was experienced during the baseline, which forces the
models to extrapolate and results in unreasonably large energy savings. Regression models become
unreliable when extrapolating data outside of the boundaries established in baseline models,
particularly when significant extrapolation is required, as it the case with this site.
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4 Conclusion
Energy 350 was provided data and models for ten sites from NWFPA. We provided a
comprehensive review of their models and developed models internally as well. We applied a
methodical approach to identifying independent variables and selecting the best regressions for our
models. Our effort resulted in excluding four out of the ten electric models because they did not have
a good enough fit.
While some models were excluded because we could not develop a good enough model, we were
able to develop robust electric models for six out of the ten sites and robust natural gas models for
eight out of the ten sites. As shown in Table 26, we found very modest electric energy savings and
more meaningful natural gas savings for the 2013 performance period at these sites.
Table 26: 2013 Net top-down energy savings for site submitted by NWFPA
Site
A014
A028
A030
A034
A039
A040
A041
A042
A047
A052
Total

Able to Model?
Electric
Gas
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y

Electric Savings
(aMW)
-0.051
0.115
0
-0.015
0
0.117
0
-0.029
0
-0.135
0.001

Gas Savings
(MMBtu)
-4,428
-1,691
0
-2,256
-38
-10,535
29,358
2,239
0
-2,042
10,607

While it is difficult to draw sound conclusions from analyzing a small portion of NWFPA’s
members for one year of a multi-year engagement, we will discuss some potential hypotheses based
on the observed data set. The ten sites in this study showed very little electric energy savings and
moderate natural gas savings during the 2013 performance period. The overall performance of these
sites may indicate that setting a goal and measuring progress towards that goal does not inherently
mean that progress will be made. However, the long-term energy performance trends for this cohort
of sites showed that energy performance has been consistently improving since the inception of
NWFPA’s energy reduction campaign. Therefore, we recommend testing this conclusion by
expanding the number of sites and ensuring that a full year performance period is used for all sites.
An interesting finding of this analysis is the stark difference in savings between CEI facilities and
non-CEI facilities. CEI facilities saved electricity while non-CEI facilities used more electricity;
0.031 aMW savings for CEI compared to 0.029 aMW increased use for non-CEI. This may indicate
that in addition to setting a goal and measuring progress, active engagement is critical towards
ushering improved energy performance.
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This study also revealed the importance of collecting appropriate independent variables for each site.
The large difference in industrial processes means that independent variable selection must be
independently determined for each site. While production rate and an ambient variable are good
starting points, additional independent variables such as production type (i.e. does a facility switch
from processing squash in the fall to peas in the spring?) should be considered for facilities where
there are major changes to production throughout the year that is not captured by a production rate
variable.
Perhaps more important than the results from one year of performance for the relatively small
number of sites we were able to create models for is the longer term trend of performance in those
sites. What the data shown in Figure 1 reveals is that the sites are showing a trend of meaningful
efficiency gains. This is an important indicator of success and should be weighted more heavily than
a single year’s performance (or three months in the case of CEI facilities).
Future Evaluation Recommendations
One important question that we recommend be answered as the effort and evaluation continues is
the question of attribution. Is the setting of a goal a major contributing factor that explains the
observed energy savings? Better understanding this topic will allow NEEA and NWFPA to better
determine where resources should be allocated based on their effectiveness. For example, if savings
are attributable to goal setting and measuring progress, more resources could be applied to this
effort. But, perhaps research will suggest that additional engagement along the lines of Strategic
Energy Management may be a better investment in influencing behavior and achieving energy
savings. We recommend that future study explore:
 Survey NWFPA members to determine the level of influence the goal and related NWFPA
activities had on achieving energy savings.
 Performance of non-participants – The performance of non-participants would be a key data
point in understanding if the observed energy savings are attributable to the energy savings
goal or broader market trends.
 Continued comparison of CEI facilities to non-CEI facilities. If the trend of improved
performance of CEI facilities continues, this would support the hypothesis that embedding
the elements of SEM yields greater effectiveness than simply goal setting and reporting of
progress.
We were provided 20 models for validation, not all of which were statistically valid. We recommend
the following steps be taken next year to try to increase the number of sites that can be modeled and
approach a statistically valid sample of the population of members.
 An early and aggressive push to collect data and better understand independent variables or
indicators that may affect energy use. The intended outcome will be more sites with
complete data and fewer models that must be disregarded due to poor regression statistics.
 All sites with data should be submitted for evaluation, even if NWFPA has not been able to
build a model. A proper model validation requires going back to the raw data and
reconstructing the model. Given this, there is little incremental effort to being provided just
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raw data without a model. The intended outcome of this is to grow the number of sites that
can be successfully modeled.
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6 Appendix A – Site Level Model Details
Site A014
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Site A028
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Site A030
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Site A034
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Site A039
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Site A040
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Site A041
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Site A042
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Site A047
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Site A052
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